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We show that atmospheric electric fields as exist in thunderclouds can strongly affect the radio
emission from cosmic air showers. We also show, using data from LOFAR, that from the mea-
sured radio footprint of cosmic-ray air showers, i.e. intensity, linear and circular polarization at
various distances from the shower core, one can determine the direction and strength of the elec-
tric field as function of height along the path of the cosmic ray. This method can be regarded as
tomography of thundercloud electric fields using cosmic rays as probes. We will present an anal-
ysis of selected events measured during thunderstorm conditions in the period from December
2011 till August 2014. The fields we extract are consistent with the generally accepted charge
structure in thunderclouds consisting out of three charge layers.
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1. Introduction
Extensive air showers (EAS) induce electric currents, a longitudinal current arising from the
charge excess in the shower front and a transverse current arising from the action of the Lorentz
force due to the magnetic field of Earth. These currents emit radio waves since their strength
changes as function of height in the atmosphere because of the changing number of particles in the
EAS [1, 2, 3]. In addition, since the showers proceed faster than the propagation velocity of light
in air, there is a contribution from the Cherenkov effects [4, 5]. The emitted radio pulse has proven
to be very useful for an efficient determination of the properties of the cosmic ray that initiated
the EAS [6, 7]. This determination of the shower properties relies on a good understanding of the
emission mechanisms. In Section 2 we discuss an additional mechanism that contributes to radio
emission resulting from the currents induced by atmospheric electric fields in charged clouds [8].
Atmospheric electric fields may induce rather different intensity patterns, but their contribution can
most easily be recognized from abnormal polarization footprints as shown in Section 3. In turn it
is shown in Section 4 that the radio footprint (intensity and polarization) can be used as a tool to
study electric fields in clouds.
2. Radio emission due to atmospheric electric fields
It is well known that lightning is driven by strong electric fields in large Cumulonimbus clouds.
These electric fields result from a separation of charges due to strong convection flows of ice
particles in clouds [9]. It is less well known that strong electric fields may also be present in
more ordinary clouds.
When an EAS is developing in a region with an atmospheric electric field the electrons and
positrons in the shower front experience an electric force in addition to the geomagnetic Lorentz
force. Even for moderate electric fields of 10 kV/m the electric force is larger than the geomagnetic
one. In considering the effect of the electric field one should distinguish between the component
perpendicular to the shower axis and the one parallel to it [8]. The effect of the perpendicular
component is to induce a transverse current along its direction which in general differs from that
of the Lorentz force. This will reflect in the direction of the dominant polarization of the radio
emission. The parallel component has a very small effect. The reason for this is that the gain/loss
of energy due to this component is negligible for the energetic particles in the shower. Only lower
energy particles will be affected, but due to a lack of coherence, as these are found at large distances
behind the shower front, this will hardly affect the radio emission in the frequency regime above
30 MHz where most of the observations are made. In addition, effects are balanced since a field
that accelerates electrons will decelerate positrons. In leading order the total number of charged
particles is thus not affected.
An interesting aspect to note is that when the EAS passes through a charge layer in a cloud
there is a change in direction of the force acting on the particles in the shower front. As a result the
direction of the induced currents changes as function of height. This gives rise to many interesting
phenomena, such as constructive and destructive interference of radiation coming from different
heights when the currents flip sign. When the currents at different heights are at an angle the
received radio pulse will show a strong circular polarization [10, 11, 12].
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3. Radio footprints
To analyze the radio footprint we use the real-valued Stokes parameters, defined as [10]
I =
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
(
|εi,v×B|2 +
∣∣εi,v×(v×B)∣∣2) , (3.1)
Q =
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
(
|εi,v×B|2−
∣∣εi,v×(v×B)∣∣2) , (3.2)
U + iV =
2
n
n−1
∑
i=0
(
εi,v×Bε∗i,v×(v×B)
)
, (3.3)
where εi = Si + iSˆi is the complex-valued radio signal, where Sˆi is sample i of the Hilbert transform
of S. These Stokes parameters can be evaluated for each antenna. Stokes I corresponds to the
intensity of the radio signal, while Q is the intensity difference between the polarized intensity
in the v×B direction and the v×(v×B) direction. For a fair-weather shower one thus expects
Q/I ≈ 1 since the signal is dominated by geomagnetic emission. Stokes U it the difference in
intensity between the polarization directions at 45◦ and −45◦ with respect to the v×B axis. For
a fair weather event a non-zero value is due to the charge-excess contribution and the sign (and
magnitude) depends on the azimuthal angle of the antenna with respect to the v×B-axis. Stokes
V shows the circular polarization. As argued in Ref. [13] the circular polarization in fair-weather
showers results from a slight emission-time difference between charge-excess and geomagnetic
radiation and sign and magnitude depend on the azimuth angle of the antenna, similar as for V/I.
An example of the Stokes parameters for a fair-weather shower can be found in Ref. [13].
For events recorded at LOFAR [14] while there were clouds overhead with (apparently) strong
electric fields we find completely different footprint signatures. Two examples are given as events
A & B in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Both of these events were recorded on August 26, 2012 where event
A was measured at 13:52:23 UTC and event B at 14:02:56 UTC within a 10 minute time span. At
the time of observation there was lightning activity in the vicinity of the LOFAR core. It should
be noted that clear non-fair-weather radio footprints have also been measured while there was no
lightning activity within 200 km from the core within 12 hours before or after the event.
The intensity and circular polarization patterns observed in event A, see red points in Fig. 1,
resemble those of a fair weather event however the linear polarization is rather different. Instead
of unity we find here Q/I ≈ 0 which means that the polarization vector is making a ±45◦ angle
with the v×B direction. Since U/I ≈ −1 the angle is actually −45◦. The fact that the circular
polarization is small, V/I ≈ 0, implies that the fields in the different layers are mostly oriented
along the same direction as there should not be a net rotation angle in the fields. The blue points
in Fig. 1 show the results of a CoREAS calculation [15] using the three-layered structure for the
atmospheric electric field as specified in Table 1. For the true force acting on the electrons and
positrons the geomagnetic force has to be added, resulting is a net force in the −45◦ plane.
The radio-intensity pattern for event B, occurring only 10 minutes later, is given by the red
points in Fig. 2. This shows a clear ring-structure in intensity with a diameter of close to 200 m.
This is a clear indication of a strong destructive interference between different layers. The strong
circular polarization near the core is evidence that the field orientations have a definite twist. From
the values of the atmospheric electric field given in Table 1 one can see that this is indeed the case.
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Figure 1: The results for normalized Stokes parameters (filled blue dots) calculated with CoREAS, using
the field configuration given in Table 1 are compared to LOFAR data (open red circles) for event A. Bottom
panel shows the difference between calculation and data normalized by σ , the one standard deviation error.
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1 for event B.
4. Extracting atmospheric electric fields
From the values given in Table 1 one can see that the structure of the atmospheric electric field
can be rather complicated. On the basis of the general charging mechanism in clouds one expects
around the freezing level a positively charged layer, at -10◦ C the main negative layer and near
the top of the cloud another positive layer [9]. Based on this we assume a three-layered structure.
The problem we are now facing is that for a measured radio footprint we have to search for the
nine parameters that define such a three-layered configuration. This is too many parameters to deal
with using CoREAS [15] because of running time and the stochastic nature of the calculations. To
solve this problem we have developed a semi-analytic code MGMR3D [16, 17] that can calculate
a complete radio footprint in just a few seconds. For this reason it can be used in a chi-square
optimization. MGMR3D uses a simplified parametrization for the structure of the air shower and
thus yields only an approximation to the full-scale calculation. To be sure about the configuration
we thus perform a CoREAS [15] calculation where the atmospheric electric fields (found with
MGMR3D) are implemented through the EFIELD option [18].
The first step in the procedure for constructing the atmospheric electric fields it thus to fit
the measured cosmic-ray footprint using MGMR3D. This may require several attempts to ensure
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Event A B
Energy (eV) 4.4×1016 3.9×1016
Layer h E α h E α
1 9.1 57 -63 5.8 30 -29
2 4.0 3 206 3.4 83 180
3 1.2 4 -20 1.7 13 30
Xmax (g/cm2) 550 650
Xmax (km) 5.6 4.1
χ23D 1.08 2.11
χ2C 2.02 1.95
fr 3 8
Table 1: The values of the parameters describing the structure of the atmospheric electric field assuming
three-layers. For each layer the top-height h of the layer is given [km], the strength E of the electric field
[kV/m], and the angle of the field with the v×B direction. Also given are the values for the chi-square for
the MGMR3D calculation (χ23D) and that for CoREAS (χ
2
C) using the same field and almost the same Xmax.
The normalization factor for the intensity of the radio signal is given by fr.
that one is not stuck in a local minimum. It also turns out that the value of Xmax is strongly
correlated with the field configuration making it impossible to fit this in conjunction with the field
configuration. We thus perform the fit for several fixed values for Xmax. In a second stage the
obtained field configuration is used is a CoREAS calculation where also the measured scintillator
signal is taken into account. The final selection is based on the agreement between CoREAS and
the data as well as the absolute intensity of the radio emission (expressed by fr where fr = 1 implies
good agreement and the energy of the shower is determined from the scintillator signal).
The thus obtained values are given in Table 1 and the quality of the CoREAS results can be
judged from the value of χ2C in the table or even better from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. One observes that
in spite of rather complicated interferences between the emission from different heights the field
configuration obtained from the MGMR3D calculations gives satisfactory results when used in
CoREAS.
4.1 E-Field Tomography
The radio footprint is primarily sensitive to the field perpendicular to the shower axis. Thus,
when two showers coming at different angles are measured within a short time span, one should
be able to reconstruct the complete field. This we call E-Field Tomography. For this to work the
basic assumption is that the fields does not change during the time between the showers as well as
the the fields are the same along the tracks of the showers which do not coincide. It is difficult to
give general scales for time and distances since this will depend on cloud size (typically 10 km, but
varies much), wind speeds. The tomography method also offers a test for the change in the field.
To perform tomography we consider two showers i and j with shower axes given by vi and
v j. For each of these the perpendicular components of the electric fields, E⊥i and E⊥ j, can be
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determined. Assuming that the complete field E is the same for the two showers, we may write
E⊥i +Ei‖vi = E = E⊥ j +E j‖v j , (4.1)
where Ei‖ and E j‖ are the parallel components of the fields. Taking the dot product of Eq. (4.1)
with evi×v j , vi and v j the following three equations are obtained,
E⊥i · (evi×v j) = E⊥ j · (evi×v j) , (4.2)
and
E‖i =
E⊥ j ·vi +(vi ·v j)(E⊥i ·v j)
1− (vi ·v j)2
E‖ j =
E⊥i ·v j +(vi ·v j)(E⊥ j ·vi)
1− (vi ·v j)2 . (4.3)
Eq. (4.2) can be considered as a consistency check i.e. that both measurements yield the same
component of the field in the evi×v j -direction which is perpendicular to both showers. Eq. (4.3)
allows the construction of the as yet missing parallel component of the field. This procedure can
be applied to each layer separately.
event A – event B EA · (evA×vB) EB · (evA×vB) (E⊥A +E‖A)z (E⊥B +E‖B)z
Bottom – Bottom 4 -9 -15 -15
Middle – Middle -2 13 113 114
Top – Top 43 10 -94 -95
Table 2: Checking the consistency of electric fields extracted from events A and B (see Eq. (4.2)). The
quoted values are in [kV/m]. The parallel components of the fields have been determined using Eq. (4.3)
when reconstructing the vertical, z, component of the field.
In Table 2 we show the results when tomography is applied to events A and B. One sees that the
consistency condition is obeyed to a reasonable extent. The table also gives the extracted vertical
component of the field. This shows that the layer at an height of 4.0 or 3.4 km is strongly negatively
charges. This is also close to the height of the -10◦-isotherm as expected. The 0◦-isotherm lies at
2.5 km at the time of this event which is a bit higher than the height of the lower positive charge
layer which we determine from these data. A more extensive discussion of these events will appear
in Ref. [19]
5. Summary
We argue that atmospheric electric fields may have a large effect on the radio footprint of
cosmic-ray air showers. We have shown the results for a measurement during an active thunder-
storm, however strong electric fields have also been observed for heavy rain clouds.
It is shown that from the measured footprint it is possible to reconstruct the component of the
electric field that is perpendicular to the shower. A semi-analytic code has been developed to be
able to do so efficiently. Tomography can be applied when multiple events are measured within
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a short time-span. This allows for the reconstruction of the complete field and thus the charge
structure in the cloud.
It should be noted that at GRAPES-3 muon telescope located in Ooty, India, strong variations
in muons have been measured that have been used to determine potential differences in thunder-
clouds of 1.3 GV [20]. Also at the Pierre Auger Observatory ring-like structures have been ob-
served in the surface detectors with diameters of the order of a few km that can be explained as
due to strong atmospheric electric fields of the order of 500 kV/m extending over a distance of a
kilometer [21].
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